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In this document, I provide readers with details of two drills I have created to help 
bowlers develop the delivery components of the 2-handed thumbless delivery.  The first 
drill focuses on promoting the finish position as well as the hand position that leads to 
the success implementation of this delivery.    In the near future, to supplement this 
document, I plan to post a video of the proper execution of both drills. 
 
 
The second drill develops the bowler’s ability to move smoothly through the unique skip-
skip element of this powerful delivery.  Both drills will assist players and coaches in 
experimenting with or implementing practice components of the 2-handed thumbless 
delivery.   
 
If you implement these drills, please provide me feedback at 
joseph_slowinski@yahoo.com       
 
 
Note: Many thanks to Matchroom Sport for permission to use the illustrative photos of 
Jason Belmonte and Osku Palermaa taken from the World Tenpin Masters. 
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To view the 2-handed thumbless method in action, visit the following sites: 
 
 

http://www.oskupalermaa.fi/ 
(* 10 videos to download to share with your students and review as a coach *) 

 
or  
 

http://www.jasonbelmonte.com/ 
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Lawrence Lustig / Matchroom Sport 

 

Drill to Promote the Finish Position and Strong Hand Position  

 
One of the benefits of 2-handed thumbless 
bowling is how a bowler can establish a strong 
hand position into release.  With the support of 
the balance arm, the bowler can more easily 
maintain a strong hand and finger position until 
the point of release.   
 
This can be seen in the photo (right) of Osku 
Palermaa.  Notice how his hand remains in a 
strong position entering into the release.  
Specifically, his fingers and hand remains under 
the ball.  And, his fingers are also in 
approximately the 7 o’clock 
position as well as under the 
bowling ball.  This promotes a 
tremendous rev rate more 
easily.  Literally, the distance 
travelled is farther creating a 
high rev rate relatively easily. 
 
And, the body angles, at the finish are far more 
extensive, in regard to both forward and to the 
ball side.  So, a bowler experimenting and 
learning this method will need to be more 
comfortable with the different and unique body 
position. 
 
The following drill, outlined on the next page is designed to practice the 2-handed thumbless finish 
position as well as maintaining the fingers in a strong position which is a fundamental element of the 2-
handed delivery. 
 
This will also help the bowler begin to be comfortable supporting the ball through the backswing into the 
downswing and release.  The balance hand places a critical role in the entire approach of the 2-handed 
thumbless delivery, from start to finish.  And, this drill is designed to help the bowler develop the unique 
finish position of the 2-handed thumbless bowling delivery.   
 

All photos courtesy of Lawrence Lustig/Matchroom Sport.  Used with permission.

DEVELOP 
A VERY 

STRONG 
FINGER 

POSITION 
INTO 

RELEASE 
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2-Handed Thumbless Foul Line Drill Set-Up and Execution 
 
This is a foul line drill.  The goal is to replicate the finish and release of the 2-handed thumbless delivery.  
You establish a position at the line, swing the ball backwards and then throw the bowling ball, all without 
moving the feet at all.  This would be the equivalent of modifying a foul line balance drill to promote the 
finish components and strong hand characteristics of the 2-handed delivery. 

 
1) To begin, the bowler should set-up with the slide foot 
forward at the foul line.  Try using board 25 targeting 18 
at the arrows.  The trail leg will be placed approximately 
2 to 3 feet behind with the trail foot slightly to the ball-
side positioned at 60 degrees relative to the foul line.  
The waist should bent extensively, at the waist, to the 
ball-side with the eye directly over the bowling hand.  
The trail foot is placed at a 60 degree angle relative to 
the lane (see the trail leg foot position to the left).  Due to 
this position, the bowler should be leaning forward to 
maintain balance.  In the drill, the foot should not be as 
perpendicular as the photo to the left but closer to 60 
degrees. This will promote stability as the bowler 

executes the drill.  Moreover, this is a common use of the trail leg as the bowler enters into the 
downswing.  The trail foot position will promote balance for an effective implementation of the drill. 
 
2) Start the ball about shin height under the shoulder.  Set the fingers in a strong position.  Be sure that 
the balance hand is placed on the ball directly above the index finger above the finger holes.  Due to the 
rotation of the hand into a strong position, the index finger will under the ball, in the swing.  This will allow 
the bowler to become comfortable with the proper and safe placement of the critical balance hand.  One 
element of the drill is to develop an effective use of the non ball-side hand in supporting the ball from start 
to release. 
 
  

 

Right-Handed Bowler (Ring @ 7) Left-Handed Bowler (Ring @ 5) Fingers in a Strong Position 
Balance Hand Supports the Ball 

 
3) After setting the feet, the ball should be pushed forward to waist height.  This will promote a fluid swing.  
Focus on using the balance hand.  In the backswing, the ball should go up until it is an equivalent height 
with the balance arm shoulder, with the assistance of the balance hand.   Be sure the hand remains in the 
strong finger position.  For another reference of the height of the backswing, the balance arm should be 
just past parallel with the lane.  Then, let the ball go into the downswing.    As the ball is released, follow-
through and let the trail leg move into the finish position. 
 
NOTE: This drill will promote the use of supporting the ball with the non ball-side balance hand, 
an important component of the effective delivery using 2-hands and no thumb. 
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Drill to Promote a Natural Step to Skip-Skip Approach Sequence 

 
I developed the second drill in an effort to help bowlers simulate the fundamental step in the pushaway to 
the skip-skip gallop-like sequence. 
 
Specifically, after the first step, in 2-handed thumbless bowling, the bowler will proceed through a 
pushaway step that moves into a skip-skip sequence for steps 3 & 4.  As you see below, Osku Palermaa 
moves through the 2nd, 3rd and 4th steps in this manner.  The skip step sequence, in steps 3 and 4, are 
very quick and resemble a gallop. 
 

Asian Bowling Digest Lawrence Lustig / Matchroom Sport. Lawrence Lustig / Matchroom Sport. 

 
 

 
See the next page for a full description of how-to implement the drill.   
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Natural Step to Skip-Skip Sequence Drill Set-Up & Implementation 
NOTE: To support the proper, safe and effective development of the bowler’s ability to implement this 
drill, it will be most effective to show a video of Osku Palermaa or Jason Belmonte a few times before 
each attempt at the drill. Visit Youttube and search for either bowler to capture a number of videos of 
these 2-handed.  In addition, before trying the drill, practice multiple times without a bowling ball.  The drill 
is simulating the following sequence through to the finish and throwing the bowling ball. 

 
Asian Bowling Digest 

 
Lawrence Lustig / Matchroom Sport. Lawrence Lustig / Matchroom Sport. 

 
1) Set the proper distance for your unique body.  Without the ball, go to the foul line and turn back-to the 
pins.  Be sure the feet are together with your heels just in front of the foul line. Look at the back wall. Take 
3 normal walking steps from the foul line. Be sure not to look down when walking.   Right–handed bowlers 
should walk right – left – right.  Left-handed bowlers should walk left-right-left.  At the point in which the 3rd 
step ends, turn around.  It is best to pivot on the lead feet to 
establish where the ball-side foot will start.  And, after executing the 
drill a few times, adjust the start position accordingly. 
 
2) After finding the proper starting distance, set-up as illustrated in 
the photo to the right.  Be sure the balance hand is supporting the 
ball.  The ball-side hand is down around pocket height and ball-side 
foot is forward, representing the motion just after the pushaway.  
This will simulate the transition from the pushaway into the skip 
sequence.   
 
3) After setting-up each time, as seen to the right, say to yourself, 
“STEP-SKIP-SKIP-SLIDE.”  To begin the drill, the bowler will bring 
the ball back as they move onto the toes of the front ball-side foot.  
As the bowler practices without the ball, focus on transferring the 
weight of the right foot from the whole foot to the toes to initiate 
movement.  As the ball moves backward, the left foot moves 
forward (see the center photo in the sequence above).  With the 
practice without the ball, this will become more natural.  The bowler 
will then complete the skip-skip and step as fluidly and naturally as 
possible, throwing the ball.  The slide is a short slide and will resemble more of a step at the end.    
 
4) As the bowler ends into the stop/slide, the bowler will complete the release and follow-through as well 
as continue the trail leg into a normal finish position focusing on balance and remaining in the finish 
position. 

BBeeggiinnnniinngg  DDrriillll  MMoovveemmeenntt  


